
Function of the project: Tourism Building, Research Facilities 

It is human’s desire to conquer and understand nature .Over a long continuous 

improvement process ,people gradually get a grasp of the world ,thus one way or 

another try to benefit from nature without destroying it .This is considered a dream 

come true for us. 

In many ways ,the king talal Dam is one such work ,a great structure of man which 

shows the desired progress as well as effort to protect the environment and ecological 

balance .With suitable solution ,the project goes beyond romantic visions of nature as 

something independent of human beings . 

Why the project  

Most visitors and residents have a negative impression about the King Talal Dam area ,

as an affected area not suitable for agriculture and visit .But on the contrary ,it is an area 

with stunning views and rare plants and fresh air need some special care .Mainly to 

increase the awareness of visitors and residents of the region towards the natural .The 

Need to provide a recreational areas for residents and tourists .Put an end to abuse 

against animals ,plants and aquatic environment change the misconceptions that 

spread in the local community and the tourist about natural locations and that need 

attention and to take care of 

Why king Talal Dam 

 A journey to king talal dam is a journey to another world .A vast ,silent place ,timeless 

and starkly beautiful .king talal dam is one of Jordan main tourist attractions being the 

most stunning landscape in Jordan .The King Talal Dam is the largest dam in Jordan 

and a very important source of water and energy. The Dam is named after the King 

Talal for dedication to be a resemble of an iconic Symbolic of king Talal 

Why this site  

.Very high biodiversity and environmental system  

. The outstanding views and nature around,  

. In the other hand the weaknesses and issues in the site increase the opportunity to 

establish this project and that problem can characterize in: 

.people usually go to unsuitable areas around for journeys to dangerous areas. 

.Taking the  “ Royal Botanic Gardens ”Concept into a new exciting approach to be 

described as Natural Operetta . 

Lack of awareness about the natural life and the wrong use of agricultural production. 

Purpose 

this project will be an educational ,cultural ,environmental project  

knowledge and understanding in architecture it will revive the environmental 

importance of architecture in Jordan ,it will be an integration for future of dams ,


